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CHAPTER ONE , 
. BUILDlNG SERVICES AND THE ENGINEERING CONSULTANT 
BY 
S.TWARA,J.H.GURA · 
INTRODUCTION 
'. 'j ;, . ' ! ' · .. "' l 
tn recent tiines the engineering . services c·olitents in buildings has . grown 
continuously in quantity and complexity. What used· to be the province of the 
plumber and,electrician now demands the services of a body of highly educated and 
I• > (•I( ·, • • ' . 
specially trained professional engineers.' To meet the growing demand, a body of 
such professional and technical ~ngineers has been expanding rapidly. It is of 
relevance to have a wide ranging view of the environment in which the building 
services ehgineer operates, the relationship he has with the industry and the other 
professionals involved, the technological content and the management skills which 
are needed. There are high prospects in building services engineering for graduates. 
A demonstration of the skills required, and the degree of challenges involved, offers 
prospects of a rewarding and varied career. The demand for competent building 
services engineers is greater than the· supply. Presently; this is an aspect of 
engineering administration and management. 
For the sake of clarity, the term 'building' is used to describe the whole of the 
'built e'nviroiunent'' as we know it today.' rt incliides 'enclosed space' for whatever 
purpose and any external space which provides a facility or amenity in relation to our 
domestic, working, welfare or leisure needs. Majoi-' projects 'will almost always 
include both. ' 
(i' jI~_i;: t ·:1:~:::;1 .. 1' • KD:K:DyD~" ·:\{'-:· .. !·,'d:' d~·:·:· ~·I· _!~~~; 
1.1 THE SCOPE OF BUILDING SERVICES ENGINEERING 
' 1, : • •· i ~K . 1 . 
. , Buildings., services . engineering, . commonly· abbreviated to 'engineering 
services', comprise all the engineering systems associated with building, other than 
civil I sewage ,which are .. normally; ;derived;-from_;_the public utilities. The services 
engineer ,must expect 1 to . be- involved ·from: time ·,to time in alI or part of these 
provision on site. ;.-; ·''<i ::ni;,trni'l:i ·,c: 
· It isdifficult to provide a 'complete' list of all the services, which can be 
included within the services engineer's responsibility. In totality they will represent 
20% of the .cost, in the simplest of buildings, to 50%. or more in the more complex 
high-technology buildings. In general, the services engineer will deal with the 
following: ' 
j; 
t· 
:~ 
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(i) 
·r / 
(ii) . 
(iii) 
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environment~!:D ?~fgl;fort::_heatinglvKintKiKlAtionI"air-conditioning . and lighting, 
including ,all :K~~tey:a~t pla1Ot~II se~l1K:;~~;:~K~~~-~~:s·y~irp~~~~sI Irefrige~ation uni~sI 
. waterKtreatmen~etc;"f"· -;-~ 't' ;K;KDi·;Ile~·· dy~:Kr: DDD"iDF~D/}:KI·IK1DK ··1• · r ·r ·•11) ,, , ,• 
. ; .. '.; .' . !:~ .. :~~=~:K:~:y·K;t·DfK:}::y~~::~;;~~-::K~:::::T~~~:~DK-K~~TK~~ :~:;:· p ' . ~ !.: .. : ' ... 
water·distribution:and publicihealth systerils :K!::gu:tI•lK1 t!{h~ .. , 1;1-.. · 
., i. .· ... , . I;;:K?_mit:D;~rKf··K~·:·iKD~l;~~;;K>¥·D{~~:M : .... ; ...... :~ .:, ... ~D:K: ..... · ··:D··~"-··;·~ .. · .. "· .... .. 
.. , . 1\ ;:·,\:':' :'. , ··~·•·y· :I:•' DKr·v~·· ; . . ... , . , .. ·.. : electrical:IKpovKD~l;K~; distribuq~ri; ,,this--- wilh con1:moqly;: include· ·high-voltage 
distribution· ~1i~K:K1~1e~ph>yi~inns_y9f~·~r:st~!E~ii~ K:K:~ ;K·:~~K:::K:: ··.;-:· -. . · ·. . · .. . 
!_'. 1_DK:K~ '.:: .! . .,: !·~•·o•D: . KDI~KI ,., ·K;~<~DDfD;:y~D; i•~<b•ID;;·:{ID:DKD· ·~I 
(iv) >gas' distribution;,' :K~t:llfKFyeiCi>n-·n· . 1 
. ' • ') . ' ·-... ~~DT~ ;K·~- ,.; .............. • ... . 
. ' ' ~K~: . i · .. ;~~: ... . ' ' ! ·'. ' ' \ : . . ' \; : . . . ..... ': ·, : .· :.· 
. , :r .• ( v).. •:: ~~?KIyrIiI~~d;·: :~r?A~~~9I~io1Kp 1K~~~9I ~~-_~rm•::_fet;~m_}iI1~11eK~::~ut~t1tf:lK~~s 1~1K ~-s batt,ery , . "· operate emergency 1g tmg . . · · . . · · · · . ' ·· 1. . ··.. · :·. ·- K·1D/fK~ •. ; .'If) . ...,Hi u • ·.:<-:1 h~~·/·K · ... ~:g_: •;FjC!~:1EF;I;; .. ···I·KE·n~ y~~~:~h!!gKKffjF .. gt!-D::EDIr:Df!:g~gti;:r:··~K~·;· ~:1D •I·II:I1K~I~ ~··K-·D~:~·~··IK•lI•·;~·r--··D~D~·~:·DK•1D ... .'., · . .14• ··, ,·.'· ' 
. •·•
1! ·,.i.!::J'i H\ n>.11i !gDlE•t~·gK~~r·•fDgD·D":DEr~ ;~i~-~··~ut:K~r· ·n-:K~· K"l::IfD::•·~·;~g:Ff~>·Khp!D~ r~rh;;·:i~Kr; (vi) :. cqmmtIgIqicatiln~systc~s; telephon.e.s,,staff l~catinf~ pagq1g;sy!)t,ei11S .... ; . 
. (vii).· . ¢~~~~·f!y~~g:~;;;~I:;:· }t'b0Ee·· :::: ::·;e,:;s K;::DI~£f::~~I: ··~g~; ;;,:.: .. 
•.... 1:· •• (, ·i ,; Dq;~;~~~~~-~· .. rtKD~}iID:~:;·K~~I: ., .-Y! K:~·~·f:KDiDiD;Kiel· !· ·. ·i~·: ; .. DrdK;~;I;FlDKfi~: Dit}:Dngr1Dn~K: r~·:·IKt:I;~I~·;K: .... ~:·· . (viii) ~K~cy1~~:~~~y t~~R1~mIlK~~yfq!1;_I~ff~~·>~~~~al1at~f¥K ~f:q ~m~Kvi~~ofr~ /:r::·. ·i'; •i;: 1 r:.1 
' .. Ei~F :., . : ligl~~~~lng:p~<?K~fStiK~n··K: -: ::·K:K~_D::yI .. ,: K;::~;K:K ':;::;,.: ~I 1•:; ~: ~ ·:;~KD :II:;~i:-; :;·~:~K~~~i:l·l;:;; ':. : .. ,: :h ,- ·,;,: 
:;j,l/ ... ;K~···D·K gy;D;tKIK~ . .. :· ,. · !,, .. , ·)·u. ·:D1;;FK:i:K·:K:-:I~ 1: 'l11 .,i 
(x) control and Ksup~nElsory systems for all the ~mEFyeK . . . , .. ·:. . .. 
, , , , , , • , , • j· , :, I • " I ,' ,
1 
t I ,:. ' .. 11 ! I .. 1· j ~! 
· . ' . i • ' . ' . ' .. , '' ~ ' ! I · '. · • ' • ' ' l . , ' · ' ( F - ' ! 
Specia}izcd provisions commonly requi'red include:'" .. , "·'/ ·.• , .. 
(i) 
' .. ' . , .. ; :_-·, (; -.l ·~·II::~;KD· t~l: ~·KD:; .•. ,, ; 1 ;."t K-IK:·:~· .·.,,,' ··. ' 
pub~ic address syst~1pI !n~luding n:pi~ili~gu~~ ·coKnf~i·~~}~CI f~cilIi~i~~ .. 1• 
(ii) •.' :, . :. r, .>• ·:·i:; .11:· ; . : ltD~;I :.;, .,.;'f\} '·.; .. ~ I·}:~::·::1 ·:1:· ;.,,,. · refrigeratiop for process in indu.stry.and commerce· · ." . " 
. : ' . ' ' • : . ' I ; . . . ' . . ~ . . ! ' . ' I • ' \ l : ; ~ . ' l ': ; . ' ~: ' . : ' 
I :· • 
(iii) :; t' ' hospital systems; tnedical gas and vacuum systems, steam plint and 
.;· •• 1.' 
distribution, ste;·ilizatio;1. equipment,' laundry cquipmerit; disposal pla:1t; 
specialist ligl-lting etc· 
:.·: 1.: f ;',,:· 
·.i (iv) external lighting;·including street lighting 
(v) water treatment for swimming pools 
'I ''.' (vi) . . refuse and nox'ioLiS effluent disposal, 
j !'·· . : ' \ ·. ,,, J}: ;, ; !d: . 1! ~D 
'·
1 (vii)· 'catering eqtiipme'I1t ·. • · 
,, 
. 
.\ 
(viii) 
,: I ~ . l I I 
fume arid dust extraction 
',.·, 
: :; ':f• ~~ :.- '· I • 
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: i i '1 :: DEi~g: •'.: irldustrial cooling water systems. .. 
(x) acoustic control 
., ,, 
' (xi) '. standby generator and distribution 
!;'.r 
. . ~ ; ~ '.; 
(xii) . uninterruptible power supplies for special applications 
;,; 
. (xiii) . sewage disposal plant 
· (xiv) ·'material handilng plant 
(xv) process air-conditioning and sterilization for sterile manufacturers, e.g. drugs. 
f'' i ·, '· 
1.2 ··. 'ORGANISATION OF DESIGN CONSULTANCY IN THECONSRUCTION 
.,, :!1 •: . ,· 
. , INDl)STRY , ! , 
L2.1 . THE CONSULTANT TEAM 
The services consultant will receive some commissions on which he acts 
alone, but these are a minority, and usually consist of studies and reports on 
particular problems and probably some · limited but specialized . provision or 
refurbishment of an existing installation. 
I: . 
More generally, the services consultant will be commissioned as. a part of a 
consultant team. Traditionally thati team has been. ~professionalDI as opposed to 
Dcontr~ctorDK The team will be responsible jointly for carrying .out the design and 
specification of the project and appointment of the contractor and his team, followed 
by program and quality control ofthe construction; ;to the,point of commissioning 
· and' han'dover. ·Overall cost ·control and . expend'iture., mal).agement ·is ,a joint 
responsibility throughout. 
; r·;:•·1 ~K;K~-~~~}!~1:"!yIKiiK~~Kg·/D·D ··::' J 
· .. · .. : Tlie formation of the professional team within" this form of organization will 
• ·' ::
1 DK~aty· :\vith' the type'of project. As Jor. multidiscipli.t).ary:projects, there are broadly 
.. ,:. <:: : tirreeD:clasD~es··ofwotk·involvedg··qhe detailed duties:o.f:the setyices consultant do not 
;' ~:D: 111 D vary' greatly' between' 1 them•; . .Jbut:there; are udiff~rences ·in the. leadership of the 
· :prdfessiorial te'ams and: the' respective 'contract' arrangements; in general use. 
. ~~ -...· ·~ · .. (;.. . v~· •. : rdrK~~ ~c! t.ir L ~ 
li2.2' BUILDING'i',;'lt ;, ·:·. :•d !l:·N :i':yL,)i(i t.'<::JrJ! ' ' ' i : 
; ;~ r, ': .•.• ·!,! .: •Kt•!:;:KI<~gt%KDDDr!r;E Il-DFflDFlE~D•? {',!Jll': ... 1oj_r.fft .\<',.!'.d.·,·· ,,·.··' i 
This is .the area of activity in which the services engi~eering cons_ultant will 
be called upon for the major proportion of activities. It will include every aspect of 
DD~D 1' • 1th{d)uiit enviroiunent within .both the private and public sectors for living, working, 
' -'''! " welfare and 'leisure: 'There is considerable overlap with civil engineering in some 
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areas, for instance in defense, but the principal characteristic is that the projects will 
usually be designed and managed by the traditional architect-led team. 
•i; ' 
The latest edition of the 'conditions of engagement', which applies to' all the 
respective members of the professional team, has qeen designed to radically improve 
harmonization, and to establish explicitly that while the architect 'has no 
responsibility for .the detail: design of other disdplines .. ,he .,do,es. have, .overall 
responsibility for properly incorporating the design of his 'structuhil and s'ervices 
colleagues into his design. Similarly, during const~uction the architecr alone has 
direct responsibility for monitoring progress and issuing certific'ates as required by 
the contract. Quality control is the responsibility of eacp consultant ~n his, oWl} field. 
The most widely used contract for building is known as,the :JeT contract'. It is 
produced by a 'joint contract tribunal', on which all interests, professional, contractor and 
client's are' represented .. The prime· document (there are others) psed1fo,t ,majo,r projects is 
extremely complicated, and regarded by many as somewhat rigid in its applicatimi., making 
for much difficulty for the professional team. One particular point· is that; neither the 
structural nor services consultant is referred to in the contract document. His control can, 
therefore, only be directed through the architect's administration, or ;in ,the last analysis 
through the client. · . · · 
1.2.3 
' . ' ' 
From the consultant's point of view, the JCT contract is extremely rigid in 
respect of availability and accuracy of design documentation.to the sole requirement 
of the contractor. Even sub contractor's information in this area is the responsibility 
of the design team. The most trivial of omissions in this area generally leads to 
claims for delay. It is a fact of life that for many contractors, .the 'claim game' is a 
way of life;· In these circumstances, it is imperativeJqr the 4e~ignIer to. avoid going 
·to tender until'the most coni.plete design information practicab\e i~ ava~laIbleKI 
.. 
·~ ' .. ;,, ; ·.·· tH!f:J:;.·.:.,,l'!{; .. 11·l~g 'lr:·!.' ·K~r:·K· ... :. 
Nevertheless, with the notable exception: of. the; ~poyertyI1 KpfFtv;~CeAI ag~ncyDI the 
JCT document is widely used; where the. traditional professional t~aInl is. appointed. 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
~DiyD~DD t:~K t~· D11~ ·-·~· ~ t' •.• 
<: u :!H:,f.,) rnD·:;J tD!Cr~· •IK;~f~;•·~ :· 1~ ·.!:". I·irD~D· ··rn~ ··: , -r1 
'''In the•'context: or:this ipaper;: term ~heavyI; engineering' .Js." ~seq to define the 
very Wide 1area of COnstruction Which·falls lrtside_whatE~p generally_ regarded as the 
architectural :scerie; although an architect is often c::mplpyep .to ;ma,ke a cmiKt~igmtion to 
the aesthetic· quality, or' in relation to a building ·subsidiary tp, the 1p.ain pr:oje~tK 
A high proportion of these projects will be civil-enginc::er-led., These will 
include harbours, dams, bridges, major road systems, infrastructure, ~ater supply 
and drainage etc> J: : ~ . , ... 
' . ' '' . ; : M' { i,l· : : ' f ' I ' ; t } ~ • ' 
' )' 
Teams ·engaged · in the'' generation and distribution, of electricity, major 
pipelines and pumping stations will obviously be led by, electrical and mechanical 
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consultants,!. respectively. · Civil engineers · are more often thah' not the lead 
consultants in projects for 'heavy' industry, such as steel, cement, grain or oil. 
-~ ;· The·extentofthe contribution of services engineering.to these fields will vary 
substantially,. but is always significant.: For. example, the structure of an oil platform 
represents most of the cost, but the comfort and .safety of the work force in the 
service element is vital. In the industrial field, services consultants play an ever-
increasing role.,· The raising of standards of effluent control and safety systems and 
the.like,.to guard against industrial: and local environmental health and other hazards, 
is just one example ofthe changing scene. 
1.2.4 SPECIALISED SERVICES PROJECTS . 
I . 
.. , There are a limited but sigrtificant number of projects on which the services 
consultant is required to carry out1the leadership role. ofthe professional team, and 
subsequently co-ordinate control·;pf the construction.· The following are typical 
~ 
examples: 
''l· 
(a) .. District heating and cooling. 
(b) Central services plant installation, with distribution for major sites. 
'• ' ; ~ > I 
(c) .Services refurbis!-ullent, where . the structure . is . not significantly 
altered. 
. ·;'· 
'· 
. .,; 
. (d) Total energy plants .. 
1l' .';,, ;,; ' 
. <.:, ·:· (e) :1 Combined head and power schemes. ·; .'! • 
. :i. '_;;·:tj,;. 1:/ ,\· ,)l_ l : , .. 1,· ,.; !;t~~! ;, .• :;;/~K~-D ~~ '.1 '.,; 
r~I .. , ~K · · (f), .·,Modest-scale plant for·main.or·standby.generator, together with its 
·•.\! ... i' ., ... , L ·.:.distribution. '''·' .' ,;. ;:, . .,.(r.·{.r:•:.:· ... · 
' . ' ..,. \':': tf. ' . 
. '· •• I~I •. ·.1 : !i : 1The contract document mostly.used,for,this.purposejs,the'model form A', as 
·;:: published. by the: lEE. and. the ~nstitution of MechanicaCEngineers. The arrangements 
, ' ,,1 ·, have been used' for ·many, years; and there ;is ;no evidepce .. that;it raises any particular 
I 1_, !t:proble'niSJi, :' f\1'_,;:;'; ! ':i IIli 1 l!D1t~~iiFD .. :{iD·~ !no :•\.l;,fi;J;: ··1; I \(i IL , '' i 'L: · 1 I 
. ; , ',i K~ qK~~ Iabov~/eIpre~~~t~;!~eK_fB~~t:~~mK1llonly use~K methods for the ~·espectiD:De 
. :. •J :. · areas.ofwork; ;~ut there, ts .growmg cnttctsm. of the tradttlonal method, particularly 111 
, • ' b rt' b 'ld' . I ' ' • f 1 ;)._, .:,:[; ur a -f~~I l~g~~i·DvD?-g>~"nf mD!~~ gij!~:K ~K~r~r~~firjc .. ·gKtK~- 1 ~ 
\f ;·!<1' Iilt"zI~_IK;tg !KDgt·~_I!g;l! i·-K~hI:iIi:F:: ·' K::~ -:l l:":dr~K;;g .. !' 
· · : Comn:l:erits in present circular include the following: 
' •. _;., '1 . . 
.. , !1d1; (akiT'The traditional team is too fragmented, with individual vested interest taking 
·,. , 1" , ·.! fi :. 1 precedence over the clients' interest.. 1 < 1 
,/ '• ,, I. • 
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(b) The architect's management talents are sometimes less than adequateK~I 
'.'1 ,., 'r:' ',,. 
:·(c)·· The sequential·nature of the traditional•process'delays project completion, 
and the:·design, .which precedes contractor~K selectionI;t~es ':no'· :account of 
conyactorexpertise.·.:. · •, '' .·· :·.,, · 11: ::n:~I ·ri .. ;•D:!~ 
:.,I... ·;; :ti1'···.· ••. ··~t ; ... v· ?. :.v: ·r· ·,;.) i .... ·: ;·r };~ 
!· A· n\lmber of·alternatives'have·:in consequence~-beeq offere,Lfroni: time to 
r time. There are many computations of these methods ir:L detail~· but )they :fall into 
three main categories: · · ·· · ·' ., .' ,,. ,, · : ~~··:K· ···, · i :·; 
(a) Project Management Consultancy · .: 3 : ~· .·.:·. :, \.·' U .' ~ <·· ./ 
Nearly always a professional, who will represent the client during the 
whole design . and construction· process; .often: where< ;the· client Is not 
experienced in: building procurement. ·, • · · i· ' · · · · ,:1 :, :J' :;, · 
(b) Design and build ~-~:q if;, .. 
(c) 
A total service provided directly· between the contractor and client; although 
projects using this method are sometime's :large dn( scale; ~>they are rarely 
complex in character. 
'' ': o' •' )I;, ·l ( ,; ) 
Mana""ment Contractt'na · £ ;r;t,:t l·., •• b~ 6 . 
qhisK~ is a method :<wherer::the cUent!:appoints ;a::Jin'ajdr ~~ontractor ·on .a fee 
arrangement to:act':globallylqn his~behalfK The1'martagement contractor will 
hin:self, sometimes ·w~t~!:~tliel clK~entD ·n~mi~_ation~···ag?point ·'the professi?nal 
design. team and subsequent .. sub contractors;Tas·andC\Vhen they· are reqUired. 
The managem(mt\· contractor' will •nod' normally C!lrry''out" any· ·of the 
. construction work hiin:sefC~ The advantage 'Clairi:ied •for this method is speed 
· and efficient construction, in that construction can begin almost immediately 
,. dh:after-•basic·design•informationiis available:;The disadv~mtageiis that there can 
•'be no certainty of final cost, comparable witlYthe traditional method.' 
1:. These1nontraditional methods, engineering; services consultants, in common 
· with other consultants; can be as duly ·employed as with 1 the: traditional methods, 
• always providing that•professional codes of conduct are adhered to;and the client 
clearly understands· any limitations of responsibility inherent with· the 'm(!thod of 
organization. 
"i• 
' • ! K~ 
It is difficult to analyze•simply the factors on which judgements have been 
made on the relative merits of the traditional and non traditionalmethods; and indeed 
much of the criticism of the traditional methods and indeed much of the criticism of 
th~ traditional method is ill-informed and misguided. -:':" -, 
While undoubtedly some ·design finris had inadequate management ability, 
the problems ofthe last two decades, of delay, cost escalation and sometimes failure, 
arose in my opinion or number or prime reasons: 
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'_. 1 I , . ; I f>~:D j :_' ~ ~ . -
(a) .. Drastic reductions in cost allowances:·'· · 
' :t) ,(b) . :.Use of new: and largely untried materials and techniques. 
'i; 
1.3 
·.(c). t.:,Arapid increase in engineering content, often only housed with difficulty in 
: buildings designed by architects without adequate advice from engineers; this 
·often led to additional design and alteration late in the process. 
·(d) · .Shortage of experienced skill in all areas of craft, management and design; 
the latter is particularly true of engineering services, and is referred to 'alter in 
this paper. 
·'! 
Today, most of the problems have been largely identified and the building 
process is now substantially better managed in terms of time and cost targets. 
Wherever the precise cost of a project must be known, particularly for 
complex technological buildings such as hospitals, the traditional method of 
tendering on a complete design is indispensable, although some modification to the 
method is available, to involve the constructors earlier in the process.,. 
However, when the speed of building is paramount, and the finan.cial loss 
arising from delay outweighs some increase in building cost. and· efficiency, then 
methods which allow building to' start in advance finalized design detail are being 
used tnore and more. While the method does not. necessarily demand contractor 
management, a growing number of clients are happily,paying an additional fee for 
management in one form or another. My own experience,demonstrates that while 
management contracting does provide an effectively fast method, design consultants 
are: presented with substantial additional work arising.from the lack of continuity in 
. ' the design process, a multiplicity of small contracts, often with limited integration, 
and. an increase in site attendance inevitable inherent with the method. 
DUTIES OF A SERVICES CONSULTANT: 
·" 
1.3.1 THE AGECONDiTIONS OF 'ENGAGEMENT Kf~K:K! (•,. •·' '. 
.. :K:~KtKF·K·Kuf:Ke·~ ... :. 
•. . . : .· ' ... ' f ' 
'· . ;.; qheDrri~jSety of cpnsultants as!priiicipaihi1 ptf\Hrt'& phtctice are members of 
o o , >'' ' 1o ' o • •'" I ' ' ' '' rq.;' ' lo I).' j (" f ', ' ' : 0 1 • 1 o o ' • 
the Assocratwn ofConsultmg Engmeers (ACE)."Tl:hs ts'about the case 111 N1gena the 
Association o(Consulting Engineers ofNigl!ria(ACEN): ' 
.. ·j· ,:·, , ~-· . ·· . ,-:.."·.·1 -i. \,: :! it·K~;_r ___ ~~~~i:y_t_f~-~-~ ' .... .. < ! ' "'r .• 
' ' ' ' . ~ ' : . ~ • : ' t ' . . ' '. ' ' ! ~ ·,' : . -
.·The ACE publishes a series'"of.documerits; known as the 'ACE conditions of 
<···.(\J'If! ,' ,, '• K<Dt·!;DIt·~~Kt::~~F·<K;4>tI~l:·F~;l~g:~•:f·DI·It~ ~ ' <.• 
engagement', whtch · provtae·:: ·agreerhents'-for :·the use of Its members, of all 
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engineering disciplines for. work in the U.K.(ACEN provides the same for 
professional engineering consultants· in Nigeria):' r; ~~~till i .'·' ·.:\ - : J:·:•." · 
The duties. desccibed -here swnmarize.in: ~generabterms the., ACE 'Agreement 
4A(I), full duties for engineering services in relation to subcontract works' .. This 
·: '., Agreement has been. chosen because itconcludes,the fullest·rarige:of duties· faced by 
services, consultants,:,whyreas other legislate:-.fonpiore 'limited duties.' In addition, it 
represents the qasis ifor.many; other forms,; of:lag~eementsI· for example, agreement/) 
with central government for. hospital work; defense work and the like. It can be used 
. with minimum adaptation.fon-any form; ofiproject orga1,1ization, traditional design and 
build, .management,contracting· or. .whatever;dndeed, .. many forma of! agreement used . 
in Commonwealth: bear a· ret;narkable resemblance to earlier· editions of this form. 
The summary does not go · into the complex financial and legal arrangements 
between client and consultant included in the form. The form is readily available 
frointheACE·.:·· · .... :i ··=.i_.. 1 · ._, · K~I ·:d r •' 
; ,-, ~ ' : ·.r : ;.: I ' / ' , 1 ; I , ' • i ~ 1 \ : • j , 
The duties listed in the form comprise eight stages, which were designed to 
match as nearly as possible the work stages used in the architecfs conditions of 
engagement. ' · , · · · · 
In the interest of simplicity, this paper divides1the arrangements into three 
• parts: 
. . ' . ~ 
(a) Inception and feasibili~ 
'I 
-(b) Design and documentdtion process 
(c) - Construction stage. 
Before going into-sor!\e detail under these headings, it must be stressed that 
whatever the organization of the particular: project, and regardless of who· is 
employed to lead, be they pfpfessional or constructor, the services consultant is a 
member of a team of designers and constructors, and all must continuously ensure 
total compatibility with each.·.Other, to achieve the end product and its efficiency in 
service. To achieve this continuos understanding and communication between the 
design professionals is paramount. For many years, it· Wl;lS common practice to 
appoint the services consultant after completion of the inception and feasibility stage, 
and to present him with an established building design, into "Yhich the M & E 
engineering was 'struck on'. To some degree it still happens·. 
It cannot. be stressed. ~oo much that if the service. eJ?-gineer is not consulted 
from day one, the quality of the finished project ~ill suffer. 
1.3.2 INCEPTION AND FEASIBILITY 
.. ' 
1.3.2.1 IDENTIFYING THE CLIENT'S REQUIREMENTS 
l 
·~ 
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Although the requirements of every project must always be treated as unique, 
the scale ofthis·exercise is very much related to the designer's experience of the kind 
of building involved. A major hospital is an extremely complex technological 
project, but years of experience ofthe requirement exist. On the other hand, if one is 
appointed to design, say, an opera house or a micro chip-manufacturing plant, then 
experience is limited, and considerable study of and travel to the best existing 
examples are vital, often to find out how notto do it.· The consultiu1tmust, therefore 
initially advise the client on the n,<eed for such studies, investigations and surveys he 
considers relevant to understandin'g of the problem. · 
· He will in parallel, expect to be briefed on the scope of the services in terms 
of content and performance, finance available, and not least the precise terms of his 
:., appointment. During this process the . consultant will have established his 
relationship with other . members of the design team. Where relevant, special 
investigations will be carried out j~ntly with the other designers. . 
Before proceeding further, the consultant must confirm to the client that he is 
satisfied with the brief and the 'order' of finance available, and obtained authority to 
proceed on an agreed program. 
1.3.2.2 PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL APPRAISAL 
,,. ~~D •Having established the client'.s· initial brief,. the services consultant will, in 
· · .; collaboration with the other designers,. considerAhet range of options which will 
affect• the building's size, shape and orientation· in terms of noise and weather 
protection, and . establish • construction' standardSc> fn ~:terms of glazing, thermal 
r' · insulation, thermal capacity, natural and .. artificial ·lighting and solar gain etc to 
ensure optimum energy consumption. ". ::t: ,,.., •• : ·, 
Computer software available today makes iLquite; practical to examine the 
whole range of options quickly and efficiently. Given :the will' for designers to co-
.. ,:11; .: 1 operaterpropedy; there:Kis~ no .reason :for J?.'ot;•achieving a:1building with the highest 
• ·: 1 environmental and. energy efficiericy;.coinpatiblewith the resources available. 
''·' 
i . ~ 
:i: '' '" . •1. ;~following; the resolution~of•the· broadf.anatomy of the building, the services 
consultant. will proceed with the: assessment ofthe technical content of the scheme, 
the operational requirements in principle, methods of control and means of energy 
supply, distributionand heat recovery systems, as relevant. ,. ' 
The latter will involve first contracts' with local authorities and public utilities 
· Vi. :. ;to establish availability offacilities and·matters of principle in planning. 
The consultant must prepare a report summarizing conclusions and options 
available at this point, together with first approximate costs and an outline program 
for design and construction, taking account of the proposed contract procedures. The 
report will include the firs sketch drawings and outline calculations. 
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:This: report must·! be;:clear:, and: comprehensive, . to enstire' that the client 
understands 1and confirms without. ambiguity the content of the engineering services 
which the 'cpnsultant considers h: has to provide .. ' . DiF~il !(j .• :j; ' .. r:_,:: 
:~~fdi-:Ii D:Frii•~KnEF> -~:~·· ,• ,, : ·;·KI~: •.; :~~ ~;KI-1 l_(' ·~ '1_')·-: j I • .'·1 
DESIGN PROCESS: .·,1 . . ' 
I .3 .3. I ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
,·){" 
Acceptance of the above report by the client, with or without modifications, 
represents the authority to proceed with the design. The consultant must ·know the 
exact extent of his: duties and those of the other members of the design team. For 
example,. it will need to be decided whether the engineering services consultant is 
responsible for the entire cost management function or, alternatively; if the quantity 
surveyor is to do this, and if the engineering services are to be the subject of 'bills of 
quantities' or a 'lump sum' tender. 
The design process is divided into three stages, followed by. preparation of 
the documentation required for consideration. 
1.3.3.2 SERVICES PROPOSALS: DEVELOPMENT IN PRINCIPLE 
: ' 
This period will involve the examination and consideration of each services 
requirement in detail, and determination of the most suitable .systems of providing 
for them, within any restraints·, that apply, financial or otherwise, and, always in 
. collaboration with other members of the team. A number of further studies will be 
necessary. Some of these studies will be unique to a: particular project, for instance 
·. services requirements to specialized manufacturing equipment etc. · Others occur on 
most projects. Some examples are: 
(a) Energy study toresolve the fuel to be used. 
(b) · , Consideration of availability and location of public utilities, including tariffs, 
to establish principles of supply e.g. high or low-voltage electrical supply. 
(c) · Traffic studies,-to establish details of mechanical transportation such as lifts, 
escalators, conveyors etc. 
(d) Planning and fire officer's requirements. 
Having established detailed:,design requirement·in principles, it' 'is now 
eredible to produce and agreed cost plan for the whole project, to ensure viability 
• • before proceeding to the development of the,first scheme designs. ~/; 
:e~ -~~~e-iu !JHJ" '.:"::i D·ii:KKK:~:" 
~;::K!!~~- !;,:i· 1 • •• -~·~ •• -~ d:·;,;: 
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1.3.3.3 OUTLINE DESIGN AND SKETCH PLANS 
This is the first stage in which all the members of the team will jointly 
produce a set of-drawings which provide the accommodation required by the client 
and provisions for the engineering services, and provide the first 'band information 
for the structural design. At.this time the design team will consult each other almost 
continuously, to ensure co-ordination between them. 
; ',', 
, , . ··The service consultant will be:. 
(a) Assessing and preparing schedules of loads for power, heating and cooling, 
and establishing size and location for plant rooms, major ducts and services 
'routes.. i .· .; .. 1 : ,. · 
: ..., r H · li!t ~ · -· ~ 
(b) Principles of location and access with respect to false ceiling and under floor 
. ' systemsutilizedforservicesdistribution._,;, :r~:~KK ,, 1 
I· ) !: K-~:K;;DlK;Id I g"D~KDKf ('•; -~ ,,·,, ~ •• i; DIKKgtdi~_}I:i ,.;,·, .:.i, ,'!J'.' 
EcF~; Providinglinforrriation: to .the. structuraL consultant of approximate size and 
, , .. , : > - weight of Il).ajor plant.to allow his design.to proceed. , . 
: ~:n ,.' ·., .1 '. ;i;K~q:f:DK~fl ·I:;K:I~;ff:- •.:·L; .i·}'l, i'IJ.· ~~~: , 
1 • .(d)1 : ;Establishing,With.Jhe;;architecLthe acceptability his provision of space for 
!services;, Jfhe successful resolution of this task at this stage is fundamental to 
· , . , . , . . . :the success. of the project, not only· at completion, but throughout its life. The 
•il , services· Consultant will not achieve optimum success on any project unless 
he ensures that his space provides for good access for preventative 
maintenance, as three foot high fitters are hard to come by these days, proper 
facilities for rapid ·removal and replacement, of equipment, installation of 
additional services and ultimately complete services refurbishment. There 
are countless major buildings less than 20 years.old which cannot viably be 
refurbished to provide services for computers .and other electronic and 
communication equipment now coming into .\.tSe, because original space 
provision is inadequate. · · 
(e)···. :The services consultant will also need to confirm with the Architects 
finalized building details, which affect his load calculations, such as glazing 
standards and insulation details .... 
(f) Revised estimates will b~ prepared and incorporated into the overall cost 
plan, following which is the normal for a presentation of the scheme to be 
made to the clients, which will include confirmation of the of thee services 
provision's included. 
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1.3.3.4 DETAIL DESIGN AND PRODUCTION INFORMATION 
This is the 'slogging process' of giving effect,, in detailed: terms to all the 
decisions made prior to this stage. .ii:v, • ·'' · ·. :, 
•'I ,,;:;,:,:!,.. 1'/ 1' '\ 
It comprises the· detailed ·calculations 'and drawings necessary 'to ··size all 
equipment, pipe- work; ductwork and cables from mainplant to final outlet, together 
with detailed specification to enable procurement of all materials and equipment 
suitable for required purposes, as well·as.the.metho<f·oftheir'installation and system 
operation. 
, J:r: : , . . ,·: ,". 
'.I .•. 
:The drawing, , schedules' and specifications . are, in essence, the means of 
conveying· comprehensively, the intent of the designer in detail to the constructor, 
and will be the'basis of the contract. 
, .j 0 t, 1 , : 1K~~ .. ',i \: .' 7 f l \ I ' • J i j t 1 ' ,I' 1 • ; '. , I ', • ' ' 1'! 
Within this stage, the services consultant must ensure that all his drawings 
and specifications are compatible with those of other members of the design team. 
There. is now a· growing practice for the services of: consultant to produce co-
ordination drawings to· a scale necessary to show the physical inter - relationship 
between the respective services, as well as their relationship to the structure and 
architecture, all in sufficient detail to demonstrate that the services will be separated, 
one from another, and can be properly installed and maintained: In order to produce 
these drawings, the consultant will have taken actions to invite quotations from 
major plant, where it is necessary to have equipment finally selected in order to 
resolve fixing and similar details. 
In parallel with this, the service consultant will also: 
(a) Produce drawings demonstrating · the builders· · work necessary to 
accommodate and fix the engineering services. 
(b) Establish final details with the utilities for incoming services. 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
. Obtain all approvals necessary from planning authorities, fire officers etc. 
Resolve with the other members of the design team conditions of contract 
and the form of tender action to be used. 
I.'; 
Check that the cost plan is still valid. 
12 
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1.3.4 CONSTRUCTION STAGE 
1.3.4.1 TENDER ACTION: PREPARATION OF BILLS QUANTITIES 
' 
··' I ,· 
Where it is :agreed that :~billD for engineering services are to. be used, these 
will either be prepared in their ,entirety. by the services· consultant;'or· by the quantity 
surveyor appointed to prepare all: the bills for the: project. In the latter case, the 
consultant has the· duty of providing 'additional'; informati·on to the quantity 
surveyor, to enable him to prepare the.bills:! On completion, the bills are priced to 
establish a final estimate. . ,, : . . . ".' i! 
In collaborating with the •other, professionals, the, service consultant will 
advise on the choice and suitability of firms for the execution of the works, including 
consideration· on whether tenders. should be sought on 'a single or multidisciplinary 
basis... ,./ , :, . ,,J .:. '·'. ,•:.•: .f. " 
The. consultant · must. . have a watertight tender procedure thoroughly 
.understood both internally and externally;to ensure fair tendering to all. 
.... '' l' , ';. • ' . ; ; • .:. ! ; ' ' ; ' : " ') .· . ~· I ! I. ' ~ . ' ~ > 
.On.return;rthe tenders will be analyzed to ensure• they are complete in Detail, 
in accordance· with. the tendering. conditions."' ,A cost analysis will be. prepared, 
compared .to· the; cost plan service,. and a report prepared .for the client with 
appropriate recommendations. i: ·:. · · 
. The consultant may have some, supplementary duties in respect of 
alternatives or special equipment involved. ··In addition, he wilL be· expected to 
.comment on the formal contract or sub·- contract documents relating to acceptance 
oftender. ,, ·r:· .... 
1.3.4.2 EXECUTION OF THE WORKS: SITE SUPERVISION ,•' 
'The services consultant is ~ppointed to have appointed specialist staff for this 
purpose.: They may be full time· or part - time, but on major work full -:- time staff 
are essential, in either case, it is solely the consultant's decision. The staff shall in all 
circumstances take no instruction other than from the consulting engineer. The 
consultant will provide instruction to the site staff as to their' di.Jties. 
There are occasions when clients do not easily agree to their supervisory staff 
being totally contr<illed by a consultant. If this occurs,· and it does, the ,client, is 
advised that the responsibility and therefore accountability for. the supervisory 
performance, is removed,from the consultant:· 
The services contractor· ate responsibie' for· pro'ducing'' installations ·and 
detailed shop drawings. The consultant~ will be required to examine these drawings 
submitted to him as proposals, to ensure they are compatible with the design intent. 
1!' Jl. ' K··~: ' 
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If necessary, he will collaborate with 9ther members of the design team to resolve 
any problems, which may arise. · 
There has long been some-controversy regarding the preparation of drawings 
by. service contractors. Clearly, where· fabrication by a specialist manufacturer is 
. in~gved;for example duct work for aif; systems, detailed shop· drawings will always 
be,necessary. B4t when a consultant is appointed to prepare detailed. co·- ordination 
drawings, the· continuing· requirements for comprehensive· installation drawings from 
the contractor are debatable .. The most important distinction between consultant's 
and contractor's drawings is that the ·consultant alone should be responsible for 
system design, calculation and sizing, as well as ensuring the proper accommodation, 
in1tll respects of the equipment within the building. 
'· 
. ..: ~ 
· · The consultant will make visits to the sites, as he thinks necessary ·to ensure 
1.4 
the site staffs are fulfilling their duties and that the work is bein15 carried out in 
accordance with good engineering practices. 
• I ~ ' ' 
If so appointed, the service consultant will provide· a comprehensive cost 
control service. This will include the initiation and administration of any variation, 
. which· may become necessary .. If others are responsible for ·cost control, the service 
consultant' will still be .responsible for all the· technicahaspects.Linvolved in the 
variation process. The above also·applies to issuing interim certificates•for work in 
progress and ultimately, final accounts. , .; ; ', ,. ·' · ,. · ·'. · 
· Testing and commissioning·•if the dnstallation·•is•;the responsibility of the 
contractor,: :and -the procedure( wm·hirve'been included' :in some detail' in the service 
consultant~s :specification: !Nevertheless; precise:procedures and programs must be 
agreed with the consultant so he is satlsfied that they are properly carried out and 
witnessed as appropriate. This process will need to be fully recorded and certified, 
to satisfy the clienefz~ .. aq outsid~ _regu!ati.ng bod!~?s rele~ant to th~1pat:ticular proje,ct. 
. · . , cKinall~ ~h~1 :~~rv~c~K c~nsultant Will· receiye an,d examine .copies of record 
drawings, op~rCFKfiIt;~l? iInIstru~ti_ons and rpaintenance schedules, a,q. proyided by the 
, contra~torK . · · · · 
; /{If ~r:D ' •} / ~ ,' D~ ', J' I I f I ·,; . : '.:; f ;· r',' 
·; :.. · "' lt is evident that with the range of technology and duties involved in 
any large-scale service work, there cannot be an individual who could truly project 
himself as a total service consultant: We must therefore define the term consultant as 
a team in whatever form, whether partnership, company or even in-' house teams, 
within a large organization. Service Consultancy organizations vary considerably in 
size, nUJl)bering . from a handful to s~veral hundred. Their capability will vary 
ac~ordinglyK . . · · ' . 
. . . In such a team, th~re will b~ engineers of three prime dis~iplines: 
electrical; mechai1ical'and public health engineering aided by a nUinber of auxiliary 
14 
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specialists, The latter might be building economists, to produce cost plans, bills of 
quantities and the like, as well as manage cost control during. construction; a 
computer team and specialist site staff, whose training and experience is practically 
orientated. Large teams may.· also include specialist for lighting, acoustics 
specialized control systems and the like. 
The engineering members of the team are generally specialists in their own 
·discipline, and a multidisciplinary design enginef:r is a very rare animal. 
Nevertheless, every professional engineer is expected, from his initiation as a trainee, 
to acquire a growing knowledge of the problems · .. of his fellow professionals, if 
proper co-ordination of the services is to be achieved both in installation and 
subsequent operations and maintenance. He will also need to acquire a considerable 
underStanding of architecture, building construction and structural engineering . 
In essence, a building sei'\.:ice engineer is a.systems designer, but efficient 
equipment selection is of equal importance. He is not expected to be able to design a 
. boiler or transformer, but he .has to'be competent enough, to specify equipment which 
is capable of meeting the required performance,. with design characteristics to 
achieve adequate life with minimum maintenance. Much of the. requirements 
involved today are very sophisticated and mostly . computerized, such as 
environmental control systems, communications equipment,.security systems etc. In 
such cases, some specialist advice might be appropriate; 1but:this does not absolve the 
service engineer from his responsibility of meeting his objectives. 
The average service engineer.will also .be respons.ible for day to day duties 
during·construction, such as dealing. :with .variations, quality control and the like. He 
will also ·be rdponS'ible :for' compiiifiPe'\vith ·air: appropriate regulations, with which 
he'must be fully tonversant. ,,, :: '' )"l 1"F · ··.!q · · · · · , · , · 
I) 
The above represents the basic skills of a building service engineer. To 
· advance his career he must demonstrate many other talents. 
' i, ...- ' ~ ' . ' ~ • , ' . ' I . · , 
" . the· bullding service consultant and other members. of the professional team 
have a prime responsibility· of ensuring the success of the project for their client. In 
doingso, theywill need to overcome the inevitable individual interests of themselves 
and the contractor team. Good communications and wisdom are vital qualities 
necessary to achieve co-ordination. of purpose and overall success .. 
Cost and program control demands a high level of planning ~nd management. 
In particular, cost planning and contract cost ' control deinand sophisticated 
organization, with the ability forprecisiori. Clients today' will tolerate nothing less. 
Wherever appropriate, services consultants must be prepared to accept 
project management in totality, including the administration' and' co-ordination of 
other professionals, as well as the contractors in the broadest sense: 
15 
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As ·with · all consultants, the~ service consultant will need a complete 
understanding of the intricacies of the whole range of contract documents in use in 
the construction industry, and there are many. This will include an ability to 
' arbitrate fairly between client and contractor when resolving differences, which 
occur on almost every project. 
Above all, a successful service consultant must be not only the master of his 
technology, but have the ability to continually initiate new ideas and· techniques. 
This particular, engineering discipline has been . developing and expanding at a 
phenomenal rate, decade• ·by decade. Building· construction and the means of 
installing services have changed as much as the engineering itself. Accuracy in 
·performance, combined with high energy efficiency, all at minimum cost, have led to 
.most practitioners and ·offices of substance being fully· computerized for calculation 
and literally for drawing and administration. The profession has produced virtually 
all·the software for itself. . : :.;L 1!•".l .o ·;•; :, • 0 
In this climate the• services consultant :will need •to provide, within ° his own 
·'office, substantial resources •for:training; riot. only •initially;for graduates· etc; but for 
continual professional development: rn:.:f;•'r, ;:r · · ' ·;; .. , .. •!,, 
'J' ~KK . • t!I};I:F;·:r~D \t:nk :!j·bn:'i fo:'(idri· /:· .. ~IK · · · .. !. ··~~·-! · n 1: .':I· ·.r. ~ 
'···Inevitably, ·he~~;wit be'·'icoritributlng on ··a •major~ scale· to ~the work of 
institutions, kigeria~_EBritishF•ptandards1committees and the like .. ' lr.l Iii . 
· .. . ~:t;iDg:;;td_E; ;~1;I -K:_I:~Ki~K-1·K~··; t~ ... ·.; !· I:~·li~ ... !\ K1·I~D ~-r~iD ·:~ 
RECRUITMENT, EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
t • ~·-i ·K1;KK::~ !:Dg!e!~-r-1·K;:; ·;: ·, · : .. · . .-: 1 ·r·:~I· 
, , I• j 'f.T. ·,hf!;l_, -~I; i 'j ', 
1 
', , ; .11: • 0' ,, ' , ' ' • , l < ;> '!,I" f t • , , , I 
.The, EDC ',for. Building, chaired by Sir Monty. Fhmiston, included two 
t • r 1 • l) ~ ,. ; 'f. · ' , • ; , , 1 : • ' 1 • .' r f '\ .: • • • , 
comments m .a draft report prepared recently to assess technological change in the 
• 0 " ., ' ., I I ' Jr. 
construction mdustry to 1990 . 
(a) 
(b) 
. ·. . ·' .• : i . ' 
The building ser.vices elements in most contracts is growing as a proportion 
of the total, at~d the technologY. is changing faster than in other parts of the 
cpnti·act. The twa. aspects of technology change are firstly developments in 
.. , : tl}e ~~·ai~ .. ~services theinselves, these changes being mainly to do with 
· · imprpving,ei-iergy effi~~encyI and secondly, new types of demand arising 
from tyclmologiCa~I change taking place in the activities of. building 
occupants, the. o~~standing .. case being computing and . information 
technology. The spread of information 'technology, that is,· the. electronic 
. office, is the outstanding center of the new demands being made on building 
•,, services, stimulating· now thinking on their design and . effectiveness, the 
t:esults .of which are bound to have wider application than just in office which 
the new technology is installed. · · · · 
o I ' ' • ,j, • • '\ ' 
Already there. is a clear demand for many higher level technology-related 
skills, particular those . w)lich cross traditional. boundat:ies, such as design 
engineers, programs, systems' analysts, maintenance engineers and 
biotechnologists. An increasingly wide range of occupations is now likely to 
16 
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be involved in contact with this technology in various forms and many people 
need basic familiarity with it in order to operate and monitor the new 
equipment. A shortage ofthes·e skills would han1per the optimum usc of new 
technology, and have an adverse effect on competitiveness. 
Ted fiappold, Professor of building engi,neering at the rniver~Dity of Bath, wrote in 
November 1982: · ·· ·· · · 
It is easy to b~ critical of the music gntduate who wishes 'to work as a 
musician and'cannot.''It mayhave happened to yOu in your day. Bt1t you 
were lucky enough to discover the growth field of services engineering 
'i l, and the creative opportunities it allows. Y:et, strangely enough, the 
university courses' in services. engineering are dying from lack of good 
applicants, in spite' of the glamour that shoi.tld 'attach to them, let alone the 
money. I am 'snowed under with offers to take oursandwich students on 
placement and each one of our graduates gets at least ten job offers. Yet 
I have trouble filling our course, and it is one of the few remaining'. 
. . Building services now generally make. up between 25 and 50% of the value 
· of new construction, depending on the complexity of the type of building, while the 
~·· · structur.al value may be approximately 20% .. 
There is a large shortfall :of professionally qualified · buildi~g services 
engineer which demand has to be met· one way or another.' Most consulting 
engineers are using technician · · en!;Hnee.rs al1d engineers without any formal 
qualifications in an attempt to fill the gap~ bve~D the la1ter are difficult to recruit . 
. ·. •i 
1
'Coinparisonwith otherdisDcipli~es Denga1~ed Din·cM;1st~uction suggest that there 
should'be'soriiethinglike 15000 specialistbuildir1g services engineers at professional 
level,: of ~hieh '6o% should be mechimically oriented 'and 4o% e!'ectrically o'riented. 
•' i ··•r._:IJ. i•>,J :i'l; l"~ ;,,\'.; .; ~~-~ ;'!', ·,,· .i.l't . ,-'J!.\!Jt:.)'•;' 'I<J>·. ',, . ' • 
; ... , ,. Consultmg ~ali1Iaryd do,es,. recrmt:nonI~p~ciKl;lhstIgraduate mechamcal and 
.. , ': · electrical engineer~:gbut iri. spite of' interiK~ive reDcruitrti~ficerfortsID much enhanced 
'f.' !JI '1 f•('' 'l'·'l\•'lj'"' ! '!••\JJ(I ', , , , 
salaries and post-graduate·' education· facilities; th'e taKe-up "is 'low. The reason is 
. " , clearl)l;,that r~gar;~gor K~mImFoy~ept ,i!l .. t~e ,const;uction)ndustry is minimal, for 
- ,., .. .' teacli#'arid' stti?epdilike.' •pihce;th~1Dinajof:~_hgiheering 'institutions haye taken the 
J samey;f~~DforDdecades;:it is har~u§Dsutprisirtg:·"D ~K; ' . ' ' ' . :"~t-1D:IK· ~ l'·· --K~K:;~::;l 1 ;KI ~1Kr~: .. ·.J !l.,. ·Kr~ ;Jf-: t~ruI I~g·gt .. :t1.t . 11 , f,·,l.. ~-
Ij~ \ ',,I 
,{ 
~1 
.i 
) ' . .,,1' .,..,J.,• 
The problem is one of·avaifao1e educational resources, but there is some 
evidence. that the Engineering Council is putting its considerable weight behind the 
effort to Diiitre~seD and erth'ance those ·res6'urces. ' ' . . , . 
!l ·.. , _; : : ~ ; : .i r 1 .1 ..' ~ 1 , : 1 • , : ; • _. . ; : • , ' • 1 , 
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1.6 THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN SOCIETY 
''I• 
Finally, it is appropriate to take a view of the construction industry and its 
contl:ibution to our' society. ' · 
The following is an extract from an address· by Mr. John Stanley, the then 
Minister of Constri.1ction, in I ~UOI to an RICS Conference: · · 
I,. ' ' J, • .,• ' 
· 'In the successive transport revolutions of canals; ·railways, roads and 
airports; in the. laying down of modern' industrial economy in the' last century and 
·this; in 1neeting the,1 dema':d for housing from a rapidly1 expan~~ngK population; and in 
· the exploitation of North Sea oil: in each and every case the construction industry 
has been the indispensable engine of'adyance. . .. 
. ' ' ' • ' : . I j • ~ • • • • I . ' I ' 
, • : , · •. ·;' ,; , •l ' 1• ·,r; I 
The same is bound to' be true in the future. 'The major expansion of the 
nuclear power program; the necessary replacement of our nineteenth and early 
twentieth century infrastflicture; .the adoptionof i:ising s~~da~ds .. for bygil~ings in 
which people work, shop and live; the demand for ever more cost~effective heating 
systems and building maintenance systems: these must' all ensure' a continuing and 
large-scale demand for the construction industry's services. 
' ' . . . \ '. 
By any yardstick,· the constt~cti~n induK~try· holds 'a _\ey position in the 
economy. This is as t1:~e today ~ it has been in the past. · · · · 
' ' ' ' I 
If you include col1!;truction materiah in the ambit or c:ons):ruction, and you 
should, the construction materials ind.ustry eig1ploysDKayiou~ 1 OKiyiriop peopl~; that is' 
more than in engineering,an,d nearly three times the,nuwber jn~arp1anufacturingK 
' • : ' ' • '} • 1 ' • ' • 1 • 1 ~f I ') ',I ' , j '•' i j I \' ,' ' , , • 
Construction accounts for.some considerable level of our,total GDP. That is 
' • . ' • , I ;)r}, j. • 1 .+ l • ! 1,! .. ,. .'"> , .• :!·); , ~ ~fF , fl . '.Ji q: '!! '
0 
: • • 
nearly twice as much as. engmeermg, four times as much as vehicle manufactunng 
:t' ' ' I I·y~gitl"fDDK~~~ -I~·~K-II ·"'' :, .'il,l. I• ; ,q ~---~!·ifzD"D{ J ·j~·- .. ,-1 . 
. and five times as !~ucl1K~s IagriculKtmI~ .. ~d~Kch~tpKicals .. ·, , ; ;.-:,.:, ,::, :;, · ... '. 
·, ~ 1 ·• -:~-y·DIfII ..... l:t~:K~I:~K:Kg~!y:D•I:·i~l;I .. !:-DED-~-DIDI1•· "':· ... ~~~--K-::;KlIK-K~ 1 ~rK·>Kj (:·.::". ··:· . , 1 
. "~_DF1DfDDiDlrqflDDK -),·r,•· ·cIf"D~--1"D i't))' ~·~ rl,..., ' ')' .• ~~{·I···-· . -,I• '·; 
. By itsKDnatu~e;·:9~~~~i~c~Ki?f?g~ .. ~u#f?o~KedK:!SDDbe KIaIfg~lv;I~<;>~e~~ase~I 1~aking a 
~ignificant contribution to our exm:qmir~~v~~ipl~Ia~9Iinyl~ibI!E~arn~9gs perKy~arI that 
Is, almost. as much as our total OJl.exports, and as much as the balance of payments 
benefitf~oKgK!l ~~t~qi~9-~ris~ ?r.otrer sourcIe~KK ·K::~ .: . '· :··:r.i:'. ;q, J;·:: . 
I · · .·' •" '•,;: fI;o-fIK_DI:E~yD·K11~<D 'l ·. ' . • 1 .';.; '• _; ~- ··:D<I~y :,• t -~· i ~I· .. :! 
. .. ' The central ··economic significance of the' ·construction· industry 'cannot be 
. questioned though in Nigeria, it has' be'eri l~ft in'th'e'hands :.of ~xp~triateDfirms like 
Julius Berger and the likes. 
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